Please join us for two roundtables with recent IU PhDs doing exciting work, exploring new frontiers, bringing new energy to Renaissance and early modern studies.

SPEAKERS INCLUDE: Tawrin Baker (PhD HPSC, 2014; now at Notre Dame), Kathryn R. Bastin (PhD French, 2016; now at Eckerd College), Haohao Lu (PhD Art History, 2019; now at Vassar College), Carlotta Paltrinieri (PhD Italian, 2018; now at Royal Holloway, University of London), and Amanda Zoch (PhD English, 2018; now at the National Conference of State Legislatures).

11AM ROUNDTABLE: “Teaching the Renaissance NOW.” Mini-master classes where each presenter will share an example of how to make the study of the Renaissance relevant today, with a focus on one specific innovative approach or classroom tool. This roundtable will end with an alt-career session.

4PM ROUNDTABLE: “Renaissance Studies NOW.” Each presenter will give a brief example of the best work they do before we open for a general discussion of the state of the field, followed by a lively reception.

May 8, 2023 · 11AM & 4PM

GAYLE KARCH COOK CENTER FOR PUBLIC ARTS & HUMANITIES · MAXWELL HALL 122

This event is made possible through the support from the College Arts and Humanities Institute, the College of Arts and Sciences, the Mary-Margaret Barr Koon Fund of the Department of French and Italian, the Robert E. and Avis Tarrant Burke Foundation, and the Departments of English and of History and Philosophy of Science and Medicine.